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Abstract

During neutron irradiation,most face-centeredcubic metals and alloys

develop saturationor quasi-steadystate microstructures. This, in turn,

leads to saturationlevels in mechanical propertiesand quasi-steadystate

rates of swellingand creep deformation. Swelling initiallyplays only a

small role in determiningthese saturationstates, but as swelling rises to

higher levels, it exerts strong feedback on the microstructureand its

response to environmentalvariables. The influenceof swelling,either

directly or indirectlyvia second order mechanisms,such as e}emental

segregationto void surfaces,eventuallycauses major changes, not only in

irradiationcreep and mechanical properties,but also on swelling itself. The

feedback effeLts of swelling on irradiationcreep are particularlycomplex and

lead to problems in applying creep data derived from highly _ressurizedcreep
+

tubes to low stress situations,such as fuel pins in liquid metal reactors.

I. Introduction

The microstructureof metals is strongly altered during neutron

irradiationto high displacementlevels,especially at higher temperatures

where radiation-_oduced vacanciesand interstitialsare both highly mobile.

At relatively low atomic displacementlevels, the evolution of microstructure

is transient in nature as new microstructuralcomponentsappear, and pre-
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existing componentsare altered in distributionand density. At some point,

ilowever,a quasi-steadystate or "saturation"microstructureis reached in

which most importantmicrostructuralcomponentsreach saturationdensities.(1)

For the purpose of thi: review, high displacementlevels are consideredto be

those that place the metal beyond the transientand into the quasi-steady

state or saturationregime. For relativelysimple metals, this dose may be

several displacementsper atom (dpa) or less, depending on the irradiation

temperature,while more complex solute-bearingalloys may require doses on the

order of 50-150 dpa to reach the "high dose" regime. The evolutionin complex

alloys is usuallymore protracteddue the additionalcomplexityassociated

with the interactionof both microstructuraland microchemicalprocesses. The

microchemicalevolution is not only more sluggish,but often requires the

prior formationof microstructuralcomponentssuch as network-dislocations,

Frank dislocationloops, or precipitates.

In a recent review of this subject, it was shown that when face-centereds

cubic (FCC) metals and alloys are irradiatedat elevated temperatures,they

evolve toward saturationmicrostructuresthat are independen_of the starting

state of the metal and also independentof the early details of irradiation

history (I). Early detours in temperatureor Flux history are usually quickly

forgotten by the microstructure,with the saturation state determined

primarily by the final irradiationenvironment. This tendency toward

saturation leads to macroscopicproperty changes and rates of mac.roscopic

dimensionalchan_e that also eventually become independentof the starting

microstructureand the temperaturehistory.

Until recently,however, it has generallybeen assumed that tile

saturation states reachedboth in macroscopicproperties and in rates of
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dimensionalchange would persist indefinitely, lt now appearsthat these

saturationlevels are actually metastable,as second Order processesoperating

over long exposure periodsbegin to overwhelm the first order factorsthat

determined the original saturationconditions. These initiallysecond-order

processesexert feedbackon the microstructurethat can lead to a new late-

term saturationstate or even to the loss of saturationbehavior. The

majority of these feedbackmechanisms appear to be associatedeither directly

or indirectlywith "large levels"of void swelling,although the stress state

and various transmutationprocessesmay also be involved. The term "large

swellinglevels" is also relative,with the critical swelling magnitude

varying for different Feedbackprocessesand For different irradiation

environments. Since FCC metals and alloys are more prone to high swelling

rates than are most body centered cubic (BCC) and hexagonalclose packed (HCP)

metals and alloys, this review will concentrateprimarilyon I:heevolutionof

FCC materials at high dpa levels.

i

2. Feedbackof swelling into the instantaneousswelling rate

" For most FCC alloys, the void growth process at a give_ set of

irradiationconditionsapproachesa saturationrate that persists to swelling

levels beyond that considered to be relevant for either fundamentalor

technologicalconsiderations, lt has been postulated,however, that large

volume fractionsof either voids or bubbleswill alter the balance of

microstructuralsinks so as to eventually induce a decline in the swelling

rate, possibly even reducing it to zero.(2,3) In simple ternary Fe-Cr-Ni

alloys and most typical austeniticcommercial steels (see Fig. ] [top] and

Fig. 2 For examples), however, there is no indicationthat neutron-induced
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swellingover most of the typicaltemperatureregime oF void growth will

either decline in rate or attain saturation. (An exceptionto this general ,

rule will be shown in the next section, however.)

There is some indication,however, that saturationof swelling can occur

more easily during ion bombardmentunder certain conditions. In one proton

irradiationstudy conductedon 316 stainlesssteel, saturationwas attained,

but only after -260% swelling had occurred.(6) As shown in Fig. 3, this same

steel also reached saturationat only 20% swelling in another study. This

relativelylow level of saturationoccurred in a Ni+ ion bombardment

experimentconductedwith high levels of simultaneousimplantationof both

helium and deuterium.(7) This suggests that higher cavity densities formed

under such conditions tend to promotethe onset of saturation. Since the sink

strengthof voids is defined in terms of their surface area rather than their

volume, gas-enhancedcavity densities and their associatedlarger surface

areas would indeed be expected to induce saturationat lower swelling

levels.(2,3)

One other set of conditionsexists under which saturationmight occur

dmring neutron irradiationin the absence of large gas level_. #_tlower

irradiationtemperatures,the cavity densities are usuallymuch higher, and

saturation-pronecavity-dominatedmicrostructuresmight evolve for

sufficientlyhigh enough void levels. Fig. ! (bottom) illustrate_this

possibilityin relatively soft Fe-Cr-Ni ternary alloys.

Other methods exist by which voids can participatei,nlimit_ingor

reducing the swelling rate at higher displacementdoses. IF void sb_irfacesat

higher swelling levels serve as internalannihilationsites for dislocations,

and thereby cause a collapse in the dislocationdensity, swelling will tend to
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saturateat relativelylow levels.Collapse can occur most easily in metals

with a high stacking fault energy,which precludesthe easy formationof

partialdislocationswith their higher level of pinning. This makes it harder

to stabilizedislocationnetworks.(8) An example is shown in Fig. 4 in a

study involvingneutron-irradiatedpure nickel. As shown elsewhere,

saturationof swelling in pure nickel is a very general occurrence,observed

during both neutron and charged particle irradiations.(9) Saturationdoes not

occur as easily in metals with lower stacking fault energies.

The formationof ordered void lattices also appears to lead to

saturationof swelling,and under some circumstances,this can actuallycause

swelling to decrease via void shrinkage,(10)as shown in Fig. 5 For

molybdenum. The saturation level appears to be independentof tile
i

microstructuralstarting state, however. The overshootabove the saturation

level of swellingunder some conditionsappears to be associatedwith

establishinga high density of dislocationsubgrainwalls by prior

deformation. This inducesearly formationof randomly distributedvoids

within the small subgrains,followedby void shrinkageduring ordered lattice

formation.(11) I ,

Void lattices in general do not Form as easily in FCCme_als but they

have been observed in several FCC metals during ion bombardmentat

displacementrates much greater than those encounteredin typical reactor

irradiations.(12) Numerous mechanisms have been proposed for void lattice

formation and the associatedsaturationof swelling (see review bY Krishan

[12] but Evans h_s suggestedthat formationof techneciumby transmutationand

its subsequent segregationto void surfacesmay be responsiblefor void

shrinkage in molybdenum.(13)
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In other experiments,segregationof transmutantsto void surfaceshas

been shown to reduce the swelling rate. The best examplewas providedby

Farrelland coworkerswhen silicon formed and segregatedto void surfaces in

aluminum alloys during irradiationin the High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR).

(14,15) Segregationof transmutantsper se to void surfacesdoes not imply

that swelling rates will be reduced,however. Nickel formed by transmutation

of pure copper is known to segregateto void surfacesduring irradiation

(16,17), but neither its Formationnor its segregationappear to affect tile

swelling rate of copper.(18)

3. Feedback of Swelling into IrradiationCreep Rates

Irradiationcreep offers the best demonstrationof feedback effects,

with feedback arising _rom both void swelling and dislocationdevelopmentin

response to imposed stress states. As a consequenceof the re'lativelyrecent

recognitionof feedback'svery strong role on irradiationcreep, it is now

known that the creep phenomenon is much more complex than previously
i

envisioned. Four separate regimes of irradiationcreep appear to exist,

" " "secondary"_r steady statedescribed here as primary or transientcreep,
i

creep in the absenceof swelling,swelling-enhancedcreep, and 'feedback-

dominated or "disappearing"creep. "Tertiary"creep associatedwith high

temperature thermal creep will not be discussed in this paper.

When compared to thermalcreep in the absenceof irradiation,the

transientcreep regime during irradiationis in general charac_er,ized by a

very high creep _ate, usually referred to as primary creep, that declines with.,

d

continued irradiation. The creep rate eventuallyapproachesa "steady-state"

rate that persists as long as void swellingdoes not occur. Earlier
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literatureusually refers to this stage as secondarycreep. Fig. 6 shows the

primaryand secondaryregimes For pure copper and aluminum irradiated in the

annealed conditionwith neutronsat relatively low displacementrates.(Ig)

Fig. 7 shows that similar behaviorwas observed in a solute-modified

commercialsteel irradiated in the cold worked conditionin two different

stress states.(20)

In each case, the initialmicrostructureundergoesa stress-affected

evolution,eventuallyreaching a saturationstate. The duration of the

approach to the saturationstate depends not only on the stress level, but

also on its orientationwith respect to any pre-existingmicrostructure. The

deformation-inducedtexture of cold worked steels and its orientationto the

stress state is quite differentfor bent beam and pressurizedtube studies,

and therefore transientregimesof differentmagnitudeoccur as shown in Fig.

7, but the secondarycreep rates at a given stress level are Quite similar.

In both annealed and cold worked steels, the transientregime is

characterizedby the developmentof a microstructurethat is specific to both
i

the stress state and the irradiationconditions. As described elsewhere,the

p:imary featureof this evolutionis the replacementof the 6riginal

microstructurewith a dislocationand loop microstructurecharacterizedby an

anisotropicdistributionof Burger's vectors.(21,22)

In materials that begin to swell without exhibitinga significantvoid

incubationperiod, it is very obvious that the irradiationcreep rate is

enhancedwhenever swelling occurs. Fig. 8 demonstratessuch behavior for

nickel at two purity levels. Although the swellingbehavior of the two

starting conditions is very different,the instantaneouscreep rate appearsto

be directly proportionalto the instantaneousswelling rate.(23) When the
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swelling rate of 99.99% pure nickel declines as swelling approachesits

saturationlevel, the creep rate also declines, indicatingthat a strong

coupling exists between void swelling and irradiationcreep. This coupling is

maintainedregardless of whether the swellingrate is increasingor

decreasing.(24)

A similarcoupling during periodsof both increasingor decreasing

swelling rates was observed in a more complex alloy designatedDIN 1.4864.(25)

This alloy was observed to exhibitan incubationperiod before swelling and

then to begin swelling at a significantrate. Swelling thereafterbegan to

decline in rate and to tend toward saturation upon furtherirradiation. As

shown in Fig. 9, the creep rate exhibitedthe same behavior. Note that the

swelling strain is somewhat sensitiveto stress, but saturationappears to be

at -1% for all stress levels studied. This correspondsto only -3% volumetric

swelling, lt is not clear whether this relatively low level ef swelling

exerted feedbackdirectly on the terminationof the swellingprocess or

whether swellingwas terminatedby some other process. Austenitic alloys with
t

this nickel level (-35%) have exhibitedsome very unusualspinodal-like

segregationbehavior during irradiation,and this may have c6ntributed to the

saturationof swelling.(26,27)

In most commercialsteels, however, an extended incubationperiod

precedes the onset of steady-stateswelling,which then proceeds to very high

swelling levels. Irradiationcreep acceleratesin turn as the swelling rate

acceleratesand saturates in rate as swellingreaches its satuma_ionrate,(28)

as shown in Fig.°10. Although the width of the stress-normalizedcreep bands

in Fig. 10 appear to vary slightlywith increasingstress level, this behavior

does not reflect a non-lineardependenceof creep rate on stress level.
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Instead,it is a consequenceof the well-known stress-inducedshorteningof

the incubationperiod of swelling.(29,30) The actual swellingrate in these

experimentscannot be measured withoutdestroying the pressurizedtubes, but

it is always somewhat larger than the stress-Freelevel used to derive Fig.

10. In this particular incidence,where the stress-freeand stress-affected

swelling rates are far below the swellingrate saturationlevel, availability

of the actual stress-affectedswelling rates would show the calculatedcreep

rate to be proportionalto tileappliedstress, and consequently,the width of

the stress-normalizedcreep band would be much smaller.

The maximum swelling shown in Fig. tOa is only -7.5%, and the swelling

rate (_O.1%/dpa)in this temperaturerange (380-415°C)is still Far below the

1%/dpa maximum swelling rate of this steel observed at higher tempera-

tures.(31) As the swelling rate and swelling level increase,however,the

feedback effects of swelling and stress become even more pronounced. At some

point, however, the feedback begins to reverse in sign, and creep seems to

"disappear." The creep rate first increases,but then begins to Fall toward

zero (32) as shown in Fig. 11, and the creep strain appearsto saturate (33)

as shown in Fig. 12. In Lifelatter Figure,the volumetric s_ellingrate at

~530°C has reached~O.7%/dpa, and the total diametral (linear)strain rate is

O.24%/dpa.(32) The tendency For the creep strain to lose its dependenceon

stress and to saturate is also shown in Fig. 13. In this case, the volumetric
,o

swelling rate has reached the 1%/dpa limit and accounts fully For the observed

0.33% diametral strain rate aL tilehighestdpa levels.(32,34), ,

One consequenceof the creep disappearancephenomenon is that creep

predictionsbased on pressurizedtubes at high stress levels will always fail

to predict creep strains in fuel pin cladding,which operates at initiallylow
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but slowly increasingstress levels. In the highly pressurizedtube case,

creep occurs before swellingstarts,while in the fuel pin, swellingstarts

before significantcreep occurs. This is an importantdistinction,especially

in its consequenceson dislocationdevelopmentand the anisotropyof Burger's

vectors.

Fig. 14 shows that creep correlationsdevelopedfrom pressurizedtubes

irradiatedin the French liquidmetal reactor (LMR) program predictreasonably

well the strains observed in hexagonalducts irradiatedin PHENIX at

moderatelyhigh and relativelyconstant stress levels, but Fig. 15

demonstratesthat the predictedstrains of Fuel pin cladding constructedFrom

the same steel and irradiatedin the same subassemblyare roughly a factor of

three too Iow.(35) A similar problem in predictingof cladding strainswas

also observed in the U.S. LMR program, as shown in Fig. 16.(36) In this case,

the observed creep strains are much smaller than expected, however. The

apparent difference in the sign of the mispredictionin the French and U.S.

creep data is _ consequenceof differencesin the two programs in (a)the
t

manner in which tl_ecreep experimentswere conductedand (b)the way in which

the creep correlationswere developed. The origin of both t#pes of,
i

mispredictionsis the disappearingcreep phenomena,however.

The strongly coupled but varying relationshipbetween swelling and creep

can be observed even when the temperatureand flux profiles alongofuel pins

yield very complex swellingprofiles (37), as shown in Fig. 17. Note,

however, that the relativemagnitudes of the swelling and the creep modulus of

the French cold-_orkedFuel pin cladding are distorted as the temperature
.,

increases. This distortionwas also observed to a differentdegree in

annealed fuel pin cladding and led to an early incorrectassumptionthat the
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creep-swellingcoupling coefficientdepended on alloy startingcondition,

irradiationtemperature,and other variables. An explanationof the origin of

the distortionalong with a reanalysisof both French and U.S. creep data are

presentedelsewhere.(38-43) The major conclusionsof this reanalysisare that

the coupling coefficientis independentof all relevant variables,being

~0.6xi0"zMPa"I,and that the apparentdistortion of the coupling coefficient

reflects (a) the dependenceof swellingon these variables and (b) the manner

in which the average swelling rate was determined in tileFrench LMR program.

A microstructurally-basedexplanationof (a) the role of swelling in

first acceleratingirradiationcreep and then causing the creep rate to

decrease, and (b) for creep later to completely "disappear" has been recently

provided by Woo, Garner, and Holt.(42,43) Tiledislocationand loop

microstructuresthat evolve in tileabsenceof void swellingare known to

become progressivelymore anisotropicin the distributionof Burger's vectors

as tilestress increases.(21,22)This anisotropy is importantto tileoperation

of the stress-inducedpreferentialabsorption (SIPA)mechanismof irradiation

creep. When voids begin to form, the interstitialsmatching the vacancies

accumulatingin voids Feed this previously developedanisotr6pic ,

microstructureat a rate significantlylarger than that associatedwith a

void-freedislocation-dominatedmicrostructure. This accounts for the initial

accelerationof irradiationcreep when swellingbegins. As swell!ng

increases,however, one consequenceis the progressivedevelopmentof a more

isotropicdislocationmicrostructure,thus overwhelmingthe anisotropythat

underliesthe SIVA creep process.

Thus creep "disappears"as swellingprogresses to higher levels and the

total diametral strain rate approaches that due to swelling alone. Since the

,°
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swelling of typical FCC steels never exceeds 1°/o/dpa (volumetric), this limits

the diametral strain rate to 0.33%/dpa in the feedback-dominated regime. An

interestingpredictionof Woo et al.'s model, however, is that the 0.33%/dpa

strain rate limitationwould be reached long before the swellingrate reached

1%/dpa. Thus, the O.33%/dpalimitationapplies to the total of the creep and

swelling strain rates. In this case, the creep rate falls even after"the

strain rate limitation is reached in order to maintain the strain rate

limitationas the swelling rate increases. This predictionwas later proved

to be valid by analyzingthe strainsof tubes that had reachedthe O.33%/dpa

limit, but then lost pressure,continuingto swell thereafter (44).

4. Feedbackof Swelling into MechanicalProperties

_t is well known that irradiationof annealed FCC metals usually leads

to an increase in strength and a reduction in ductility,as demonstratedin

Fig. 18. Another characteristicof irradiatedmetals is that the yield

strength approachesthe ultimate strength as demonstratedin Fig. ]g, but
e

saturationof'strengthusually occurs before significantswelling is

aecumulated.

When large levels of swellingoccur without a significantincubation

period, however, a loss of strength is sometimesobserved insteadof an

increase,although the ductility is still reduced. An exampleof§uch

behavior is shown in Fig. 20 for annealedpure copper irradiated in the Fast

Flux Test Facility (FFTF),which produces swelling at -0.5% pe_ dpa. These

copper specimens'alsodisplayed a unique microscopicfailuremode in tension

tests, that demonstratedthe voids probably played a large role in the failure

mechanism (46). The irradiatedtensile specimensalso failed with their
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fracture surfacesnormal to tilestress axis rather than at the usual 45"

orientation,even though a significantamount of ductilitywas retainedat

these large swelling levels.

In commercial FCC alloys, swellingoccurs only after a relativelylong

incubationperiod. Although annealedmaterialsusually reach the same

saturation strengthlevel as do cold-workedalloys (47) (see Fig. 21), they

usually begin to swell much sooner than cold-workedalloys. Thus, it appears

that voids are initiallya relatively small contributorto the hardening

process• As swelling inci:eases,however, it is clear that voids exert an

increasinginfluenceon mechanical properties. The tendency toward loss of

both strength and ductilitywith increasingswellingare demonstratedin Fig.

22 and 23.

Fissoloet al. showed that the ductilityof titanium-modified 316

stainlesssteel fell continuouslywith increasingswellingand_that rupture

occurred without reductionof area at >_6%swelling (49). In the swelling

range above-10%, the material exhibitedno ductilityat all. A similar

correlationbgtween swelling and brittle Failure in Charpy impact tests was

al-soobserved by Fissolo,as shown in Fig. 24. Note that the_saturation in
o

total absorbedenergy also occurs at-6% swelling. In both tensileand Charpy

tests, the fracture surfaceswere transgranularwith mixtures of ductile zones

and planar brittlezones. The fracture surfaces in Fissolo'sstud.ieswere

observed to rotate from 45" to 90° from the tensileaxis as the swellinglevel

increased,however. ° '

This tendenc_ for failure to occur normal to the stress axis has been

observed in other studies. Neustrov and Sharmadindemonstratedthis

quantitativelyfor an annealed Fe-iSCr-lONi-Tisteel irradiatedin BOR-60 at
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400-500"C.(50) Note in Fig. 25 that the rotation and plasticity loss

correspondedwith convergenceof the yield and ultimate strengths. They also

demonstratedthe effects of voids on softeningand elasticityloss at higher

swelling levels (Fig. 26). In this work, however, tilecritical swelling

levels for total loss of ductility are larger than those of Fissolo et al.

The reason for the differenceprobably arises from the different precipitate

microstructuresand void densitiesdeveloped in each steel. A similar

explanationwas advanced by Neustrov,Golovanovand Sharmadinto explain a

difference in critical swellinglevels For plasticityloss in two other

steels,as shown in Fig. 27. Note also that each steel in this study was

irradiatedover a different temperaturerange, which produces a differentvoid

density in the peak swelling regime.

Microstructuralexaminationby Neustrov et al. showed that an abrupt

increaseoccurred in the stress concentrationFactorwhenever the mean size of

the variousmicrostructuralcomponentsexceeded 40% of the mean distance

between them. In heavilyprecipitatedal]oys,a greater concentrationof

potential stress risers was present, and a smaller amount of swelling wast

thereforenecessary to reach the critical level for zero ductility. ,
i

In each of the studiesmentioned above, another Facet of the

microstructuralevolutionwith increasingswellingwas a progressive increase

in flow localization,as evidenced in the observationof shearedvoid zones,

and "channel"Facets on the Fracture surface.

lt would be convenient at this point to assert that stress concentration

effects arising _om precipitatesand voids was the sole source of both..

hardeningand softening, flow localization,the associatedductility losses,

and the rotation of the Fracturesurface, but there :_reother second order
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effects of voidage that probably contribute, ilamiltonet al. demonstrated

that the onset of Failure surface rotationand severe embrittlementin AISI

316 was accompaniedby a sudden large increasein strengthas opposed to a

decrease (52). They showed that the microstructuralorigin of this increase

was the segregationof nickel to void surfaces,which loweredthe Ms

temperatureof the volumes between voids. The stacking fault energy of

Fe-Cr-Ni alloys is also a strong functionof temperatureat lower nickel

levels, decreasingwith decreasingtemperature. These factorspredisposethe

matrix of low nickel alloys to massive stress-inducedFormationof fine e-

martensite platelets. These plateletsform at the initiationof tensile tests

conductedat relativelylow temperatures. Their formationcauses great

difficulty in handling irradiated316 stainlesscomponentsafter they are

removed from reactor, but not wililethey are kept at liquid sodium

temperatures. In the case cited by llamiltonet al., the critical swelling

level was -10% for irradiationsconductedat -400"C. OF particular

significancewas the concurrentdrop of the tearingmodulus to zero in low
i

temperaturetests (52,53),which leads to a very brittle and unforgiving

response to applied stresses. _

Another potentialsecond order effect of voids may berelated to thei_

preferenceto form on some types of precipitatesand not others, thus

presentingdifferent stress concentrationand crack initiationop!)ortunities.

Yet another source of second order effects is the impact of voidage on elastic

constants,Poisson'sratio, and thermalconductivities,as reviewed in ref.

54. Of particular significanceto the softeningeffect at larger swelling...

levels is the voidage-inducedreductionsin shear, Young's and bulk elastic

module, measured in neutron irradiatedstainlesssteels to be approximately-
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2.5% for each 1.0 percentof swelling (55,56). Theoreticaltreatmentssupport

the magnitudeof these reductions as well as their applicabilityto other

materials such as copper (54). This influenceof swelling on elastic

propertiesmay also partiallyexplain the softeningbehavior of copper shown

earlier in Fig. 20.

lt thus appearsthat void swelling has both strong first order and

strong second order effects on the mechanical propertiesof irradiatedFCC

alloys. The attainmentof the nil ductilitystate can lead to failureof

structuralcomponents at room temperaturewith only the slightestof physical

insults, an excellentexample o_ which is shown in Fig. 28. Similar examples

of brittle failure that occurred during not very strenuousout-of-reactor

handling of "highly" swollencomponents are provided in other papers (32,52).

5. Conclusions ,,

lt appears that void swellingcan exert significantinfluenceon the

late-term evolutionof dislocationand precipitatemicrostructureand also on
I

post-irradiationdeformation-inducedmicrostructure. Operating via both

first-orderand second-ordereffects (such as segregationatlvoid surfacesor

dislocationannihilation),tileswellingphenomenoncan exert Feedbackon tile

swelling process itself and also on in-reactorcreep processes. Post-

irradiationmechanical properties are also strongly influencedby large levels

of voidage, although the critical swellinglevel depends on the irradiation

and test temperaturesand the presence of other microstructuralcpmponents,

especially precil$itates.
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Fiqure Captions

I. Swelling observed in various Fe-15Cr-Nialloys during irradiationin

EBR-II.(4). Swelling at temperatures_>538°C(top) and 427°C (bottom).

Saturationmay be developing at 427°C For relativelylarge sw_llingq

levels.

2. Swelling observed in 20% cold worked AISI 316 during iFradiationin EBR-

II.(5)

3. Saturationof swelling and microstructurein annealedAISI 316 during 4

MeV Ni+ ion irradiationat 627°C and 6xi0"3dpa/sec with simultaneous

injectionof lleand D atoms at rates oF 10 appm/dpa and 25 appm/dpa,

respectively.(7) , .

4. Saturation'ofswelling observed in pure nickel irradiatedin EBR-II.

The saturationlevel is dependenton irradiationtemperatureand

starting microstructure.(9)
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5. Swelling behaviorobserved in pure molybdenumduring irradiationin

FFTF.(11)

6. Irradiationcreep of annealed aluminum at 393K (left) and annealed

copper at 523K (right)observed in the WWR-K reactor by IbragimoveL

al.(!9)

7. Irradiation creep of a single heat oF 20%cold worked 316 stainless

steel during irradiationin two experimentswith different stress states

in EBR-II.(20)

8. Swelling and irradiationcreep observed in pure nickel pressurizedtubes

irradiated in the SILOE reactor.(23)

9. Saturationof swellingand creep in 20% cold worked DIN 1.4864 (Fe-15Cr-

35Ni-I.16Mn-I.56Si-O.05C)pressurizedtubes at 420°C in PFR.(25)

10. (a) Diametral strains resulting from void swelling at -400°C in neutron

irradiatedstress-freetubes constructedFrom nine titanium-modified316

stainless steels. (b) Stress-normalizedmidwall creep strainsobserved

in three of these heats, showinga strong correlationof swelling and

irradiationcreep rates.(28)

I_. Instantaneouscreep coefficientderived from strain measurementson

pressurizedtubes constructedfrom a double-aged316 stainlesssteel

(heat treat D) irradiatedin EBR-II at 823K.(32)

12. Creep and swelling strainsobserved in annealed347 stainlessclad fuel

pins irradiated in EBR-II.(33) These data were originally explainedin

terms of fuel-cladinteractionas the major source of stress in the

cladding,_Vithfuel contact and creep eventually terminatedby the onset

of clad swelling.
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13. (a) Deformation observed in pressurizedtubes of 20% cold worked AISI

316 irradiated in EBR-II at 550°C.(32,33) Note that doubling the hoop

stress level from 103 MPa to 206 MPa does not double the creep rate,

which never exceeds O.33%/dpa. (b) Densitymeasurementson the 30 Ksi

(206 MPa) tube show that stress acceleratesthe rate of swelling,but

also causes the creep rate to approach zero at high swellinglevels•

14. Comparisonof predicted and measured creep strainsfor cold worked 316Ti

stainlesssteel ducts irradiatedin PHENIX.(35)

15. Comparisonof predicted and measured creep strains For cold worked 316Ti

stainlesssteel cladding irradiatedin PHENIX.(35)

16. Comparisonof predicted and measured diametralstrains of 20% cold

worked 316 stainless steel cladding irradiatedin FrlF. Note that the

measured strainsappear to arise primarilyfrom swelling,with the creep

strainsmuch lower than predictedFrom pressurizedtube_studies.(36)

17. Comparisonof creep and swellingbehavior observed in two 20% cold

worked 316 fuel pins irradiatedin RAPSODIE. Note the relative

distortionwith increasingtemperatureof the magnitudeof the creep

o profiles with respect to the respectiveprofiles of swblling.(37)

18. Changes in room temperaturetensilepropertiesof Fe-15Cr-25Niand Fe-

15Cr-45Niafter irradiationin EBR-II to 12.5 dpa at 450°C. Previously

unpublished'tensiletest curves from experimentsdescribed.inref. 45.

19. Saturationof irradiation-inducedhardeningof annealed AISI 304L

irradiatedat 370°C in EBR-II (46). ' '

20 Changes in'• room temperaturetensilebehavior of annealedpure copper
G

after irradiationin FFTF, showing an apparent reduction in strength

with irradiation(47).
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21. Evolutionof yield strength in AISI 316 stainless in EBR-II at

temperatureswithin the void swelling regime (48).

22. Onset of strength loss with swelling above -5% in 20% cold-worked

titanium-modifiedstainlesssteel hexagonalwrappers after irradiation

in PHENIX (49).

23. Correlationbetween ductilityloss and swellingmeasured in several

heats of 20% cold-workedtitanium-modifiedstainlesssteel irradiatedin

PHENIX to a variety of dpa levels over a range of irradiation

temperatures(49).

24. Correlationof swelling and embrittlementinducedin titanium-modified

316 Charpy specimens irradiatedin PHENIX (49).

25. Influenceof swellingon fracturepropertiesof an annealed Fe-18Cr-

10Ni-Ti steel irradiatedin BOR-60 at 400-500°C (50).

26. Influenceof swelling on tensilepropertiesof the ann_led Fe-18Cr-

IONI-Ti steel shown in Fig. 25, showing softening that occur_ with

increasingswelling (50).

27. Influenceof swellingon ultimate tensile strength of OKhI6NI5M3B

" cladding and KhI8NIOT hexagonalducts irradiatedin BdR-60 (51). Tests

were performed at the irradiationtemperature,using spe'cimenscut from

regionsof maximum swelling.

28. Out-of-reactorfailureduring routine handlingof a titanium-modified

316 clad fuel pin after irradiationin FFTF to a peak fluenceof -2.4 x

10Z3ncm"2 (E>O.IMEV). The break occurred at -32% swelling. (Courtesy
I

of B.J. Makenas, WestinghouseHanford Company.)
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I. Swelling observed in Fe-15Cr-Nialloys during irradiationin EBR-II.(4)
Swelling at temperatures>_538"C(top), and two interpretationsof data
at 427"C (bottom). Saturationmay be developing at 427"C for relatively
large swelling levels.
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2, Swelling observed in 20% cold-worked AISI 316 during irradiation in EBR-
II.(5)
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3. Saturationof swelling and microstructurein annealedAISI 316 during 4
MeV Ni* ion irradiationa_ 627"C and 6xi0"3dpa/secwith simultaneous
injectionof He and D atoms at rates of 10 appm/dpaand 25 appm/dpa,
respectively.(7)
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4. Saturation'ofswelling observed in pure nickel irradiatedin EBR-II.
The saturation level is dependent on irradiationtemperatureand
startingmicrostructure.(I)
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5. Swelling behavior observed in pure molybdenumduring irradiationin
FFTF.(13)
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6. Irradiationcreep of annealed aluminum at 393K (left) and annealed
copper at 523K (right)observed in the WWR-K reactor by Ibragimovet
al.(19)
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7. Irradiation.creep of a single heat of 20% cold worked 316 stainless
steel durfng irradiation in two experiments with different stress states
in EBR-II.(20)
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8. Swelling and irradiation creep observed in pure nickel pressurized tubes
irradiated in the SILOE reactor.(23)
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9. Saturation'of swelling and creep in 20% cold worked DIN 1.4864 (Fe-I5Cr-
35Ni-I.16Mm-I.56Si-O.05C) pressurized tubes at 420°C in PFR.(25)
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10. (ai Diametralstrains resultingfrom void swelling at ~400"C in neutron
irradiatedstress-freetubes constructedfrom nine titanium-modified316
stainlesssteels. (bi Stress-normalizedmidwall creep strainsobserved
in three of these heats, showing a strong correlation of; swelling and
irradiationcreep rates.(28)
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11. Instantaneous creep coefficient derived from strain measurements on
pressurized tubes constructed from a double-aged 316 stainless steel
(heat treat D) irradiatedin EBR-II at 823K.(32)
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12. Creep and swelling strainsobserved in annealed347 stainlessclad fuel
pins irradiated in EBR-II.(33) These data were original]y.,explainedin
terms of f_el-cladinteractionas the major source of stress in the
cladding,_vithfuel contact and creep eventuallyterminatedby the onset
of clad swelling.
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13. (a) Deformation observed in pressurized tubes of 20% cola worked AISI
316 irradiated in EBR-II at 550°C.(32,33) Note that doubling the hoop
stress level from 103 MPa to 206 MPa does not double the creep rate,
which never exceedsO.33%/dpa. (b) Densitymeasurementson the 30 Ksi
(206 MPa) tube show that stress acceleratesthe rate of swellingjbut
also causes the creep rate to approach zero at high swelling levels.
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14. Comparisonof predictedand measured creep strainsfor cold worked 316Ti
stainless steel ducts irradiatedin PHENIX.(35)
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15. Comparisonof predictedand measured creep strainsFor cold worked 316TI
stainlesssteel cladding irradiatedin PHENIX.(35)
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16. Comparison°ofpredicted and measured diametral strains of 20% cold
worked 316.stainless steel cladding irradiated in FFTF. Note that the
measured strains appear to arise primarilyfrom swelling,with the creep
strains much lower than predicted from pressurized tube studies.(36)
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17. Comparison'ofcreep and swelling behavior observed in two 20% cold
worked 316 fuel pins irradiated in RAPSODIE. Note the relative
distortion with increasingtemperatureof the magnitude of the creep
profiles with respect to the respectiveprofilesof swelling.(37)
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18. Changes in room temperaturetensile propertiesof Fe-]5Cr-25Niand Fe-
15Cr-45Niafter irradiationin EBR-II to 12.5 dpa at 450°C. Previously
unpublishedtensile test curves From experimentsdescribed in ref. 45.
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19. Saturation of irradiation-induced hardening of annealed AISI 304L
irradiated at 370"C in EBR-II (46).
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20. Changes in room temporaturetensile behavior of annealed pure copper
after irradiationin FFTF, showing an apparent reduction in strength
with irradiation (47).
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21. Evolution of yield strength in AIS_ 316 stainless in EBR-II at
temperatures within the void swell,ng regime (48).
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22. Onset of strength loss with swelling above-5% in 20%cold-worked
titanium-modified stainless steel hexagona]wrappers after irradiation
in PHENIX(49).
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23. Correlation between ductility ]o_,s and swelling measured in several
heats of L;_)%cold-worked titani=_m-modified stainless steel irradiated in
PHENIXto a variety of dpa ]ev_ls over a range of irradiation
temperatures(49).
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24. Correlation of swelling and embrittlement induced in titanium-modified
316 Charpy specimens irradiated in PHENIX (49).
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25. Influence of swelling on fracture properties of an annealed Fe-]8Cr-
10Ni-Ti steel irradiated in BOR-60at 400-500°C (50).
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26. Influenceof swellingon tensilepropertiesof the annealedFe-18Cr-
10Ni-Tisteelshownin Fig. 25, showingsofteningthat occurswith
increasingswelling(50).
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